Abstract. Following the random approach of [27], we define a Lax-Oleinik formula adapted to evolutive weakly coupled systems of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. It is reminiscent of the corresponding scalar formula, with the relevant difference that it has a stochastic character since it involves, loosely speaking, random switchings between the various associated Lagrangians. We prove that the related value functions are viscosity solutions to the system, and establish existence of minimal random curves under fairly general hypotheses. Adding Tonelli like assumptions on the Hamiltonians, we show differentiability properties of such minimizers, and existence of adjoint random curves. Minimizers and adjoint curves are trajectories of a twisted generalized Hamiltonian dynamics.
Introduction
The aim of the paper is to define a Lax-Oleinik formula adapted to evolutive weakly coupled Hamilton-Jacobi systems and study its main properties. The system can be written as
for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where u = (u 1 , · · · , u m ) is the unknown function, and the H i are unrelated Hamiltonians satisfying rather standard conditions, see Section 2. The hypotheses taken on the coupling matrix B = (b ij ) correspond to suitable monotonicity properties of the equations with respect to the entries u j , see Remark 2.1. They are complemented by a degeneracy condition requiring all the rows of B to sum to 0, yielding that −B is generator of a semigroup of stochastic matrices. It is worth pointing out the relevance of such a formula in the case of a single equation. Besides providing a variational way to represent viscosity solutions of related evolutionary or stationary equations, it enters crucially into play in a variety of theoretical constructions and problems. Just to give some examples of its range of application, we mention that the Weak KAM Theory, as developed by Fathi [18] , is founded on the Lax-Oleinik formula. Bernard's construction of regular subsolutions relies on a perturbation of a suitable initial datum via alternate application of the two conjugate Lax-Oleinik semigroups [3] . The variational representation formulae for solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations was exploited as a key tool to establish several asymptotic results, such as homogenization in random media [33, 31] , large-time behavior of solutions [17, 13, 22] , selection principles in the ergodic approximation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [12] .
A dynamical interpretation of the system setting is illuminating and provides some insight on our method. At least when the H i satisfy Tonelli like regularity assumptions, structure of the formula more involved than in the original linear random evolution models. In this case, in fact, the expectation semigroup is simply obtained via concatenation on any sample path of the deterministic semigroups related to the switching operators plus averaging. The nonlinearity brings in a sense a commutation problem between infimum and expectation. In this framework, we perform a key step in the analysis, notably in view of studying viscosity solutions of the evolutive system, by establishing a differentiation formula for Lipschitz-continuous functions on admissible curves, see Theorem 4.7.
Due to its random character, the formula is painful to handle directly. It is not easy to show for instance that it defines a semigroup of operators on suitable functional spaces or that the associated value functions are continuous or even semicontinuous in (t, x). For this reason, we resort to a rather indirect approach putting it in relation to the system via a sub-optimality principle and showing first that the value function, for a suitable initial datum, is a viscosity subsolution to the system in the discontinuous sense, see Section 5. The procedure is not new, but the vectorial character of the problem and the random setting add a number of additional difficulties. The implementation therefore requires some new tools and ideas.
Under mild regularity conditions on the initial datum, we moreover prove in Section 6 the existence of minimizing random curves, namely curves realizing the infimum in the Lax-Oleinik formula. This is somehow surprising since in general the presence of expectation operators makes such an output quite difficult to obtain. Our strategy is composed of two steps. We first untangle the randomness and tackle the optimization problem on any sample path, obtaining in this way, in general, multiple deterministic minimizers, and then build the sought random minimizer by performing a measurable selection.
We get in Section 7 more information on the regularity of minimizers assuming Tonelli like conditions on the H i . Given any such minimal random curve, we prove, for almost all fixed sample path, differentiability in any bounded interval up to a finite number of points. We derive differentiability of the solution of the system on such curves plus existence of an adjoint random curve. Minimizers and adjoint curves are governed by a twisted generalized Hamiltonian dynamics. As extra consequence, we recover from the scalar case regularizing properties of the action of the associated semigroup on bounded Lipschitz-continuous initial data.
To complete the outline of the paper, we further point out that Section 1 contains preliminary material plus notations and terminology, Section 2 collects some basic facts and definitions on systems, and Appendix A is devoted to the proofs of some needed results for both systems and time-dependent equations.
We would finally like to stress that in the random part, see Section 3, we avoid as much as possible technicalities and advanced probabilistic notions working on spaces of càdlàg and continuous paths. Hopefully, it makes the presentation palatable for PDE oriented readers.
Preliminaries
With the symbols N and R + we will refer to the sets of positive integer numbers and nonnegative real numbers, respectively. Given k ∈ N, we denote by L k the Lebesgue measure in R k . Given E ⊂ R k , we say that a property holds almost everywhere (a.e. for short) in E if it holds up to a subset of E with vanishing L k measure. We say that E has full measure if L k (R k \ E) = 0. We write ·, · for the scalar product in R k . We will denote by E the closure of E. We will denote by B r (x) and B r the open Euclidean ball of radius r > 0 centered at x ∈ R k and 0, respectively. By the term curve, we mean throughout the paper a locally absolutely continuous curve.
Let E be a Borel subset E of R k . Given a measurable function g : E → R, we will denote by g L ∞ (E) the usual L ∞ -norm of g. When g is vector-valued, i.e. g : E → R d , we will write
The above notation will be mostly used in the case when either E = [0, T ]×R N or E = R N . In the latter case, we will often write g ∞ in place of g L ∞ (R N ) .
We will denote by BUC(R N ) m the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions We will denote by ½ = (1, · · · , 1) T the vector of R m with all components equal to 1. We consider the following partial relations between elements a, b ∈ R m : a b (respectively, a < b) if a i b i (resp., <) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Given two functions u, v : R N → R m , we will write u v in R N (respectively, <) to mean that u(x) v(x) resp., u(x) < v(x) for every x ∈ R N . Given n subsets A i of R k and n scalars λ i , i = 1, · · · , n, we define
We give some definitions and results of set-valued analysis we will need in what follows, the material is taken from [10] . Let X, Y be Polish spaces, namely complete, separable metric spaces, endowed with the Borel σ-algebras F X , F Y . We denote by Z a map from X to the compact (nonempty) subsets of Y . Given E ⊂ Y , we set
The next selection result is a simplified version, adapted to our needs, of Theorem III.8 in [10] . Theorem 1.2. If the compact-valued map Z is measurable then it admits a measurable selection, namely there exists a measurable function f : X → Y with f (x) ∈ Z(x) for any
Given a locally Lipschitz continuous function u : R k → R and x ∈ R k we define the Clarke generalized gradient at x as
where co stands for the convex envelope and the approximating sequences x n are made up by differentiability points of u. Recall that the function u is differentiable in a set of full L k measure thanks to Rademacher Theorem. We record for later use Proposition 1.3. Given a locally Lipschitz continuous function u : R k → R, the map x → ∂ C u(x) is convex compact valued and upper semicontinuous.
Even if the following statement is well known, we provide a proof for reader's convenience. Lemma 1.4. Let u : R k → R, η : R + → R k be a locally Lipschitz continuous function and a locally absolutely continuous curve, respectively. Let s 0 be such that t → u η(t) and t → η(t) are both differentiable at s. Then
Proof. The function u•η is clearly locally absolutely continuous. We start from the relation lim sup
which holds true for any x, q in R k , see [11, pp. 195-196 and 208] . If s satisfies the assumptions then
and taking into account (1.3) we get
We further have
Bearing in mind that ∂ C u η(s) is convex, we directly deduce the assertion from (1.4) and (1.5).
We write down, in view of future use, a version of Denjoy-Young-Saks Theorem, see [32, pp. 17-19] . A definition is preliminarily needed: for a real valued function f , the upper right and lower right Dini derivative at a point s are given, respectively, by lim sup
Theorem 1.5. Let f be a real valued function defined on an interval. Then outside a set of vanishing L 1 measure the following condition holds true: if f is not differentiable at s then one of the two right Dini derivatives must be infinite.
As at a point s where f admits a right derivative, both right Dini derivatives are finite (and equal), an immediate corollary is: Corollary 1.6. Let f be a real valued function defined on an interval. If f is right differentiable a.e. then it is differentiable a.e.
Weakly coupled systems
We consider the evolutionary weakly coupled system
where we have denoted by u(t, x) = u 1 (t, x), . . . , u m (t, x)
T the vector-valued unknown function. We assume the Hamiltonians H i to satisfy, for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
(H3) there exist two superlinear functions α, β : R + → R such that
By superlinear we mean that
It is easily seen that the continuity modulus of H i in R N × B R and the functions α, β can be chosen independently of i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We define the Fenchel transform
The function L i is called the Lagrangian associated with the Hamiltonian H i and satisfies properties analogous to (H1)-(H3).
The coupling matrix B = (b ij ) has dimensions m × m and satisfies
b ij = 0 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
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We will denote by Bu(t, x) i the i-th component of the vector Bu(t, x), i.e.
Bu(t, x)
Remark 2.1. The weakly coupled system (HJS) is a particular type of monotone system, i.e. a system of the form G i t, x, u 1 (x), . . . , u m (x), D x u i = 0 in R N for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where suitable monotonicity conditions with respect to the u j -variables are assumed on the functions G i , see [7, 15, 21, 23, 25] . In the case under investigation, the conditions assumed on the coupling matrix imply, in particular, that each function G i is non-decreasing in u i , and non-increasing in u j for j = i, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Given a function u on (0, +∞)×R N , we will call subtangent (respectively, supertangent) of u at (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ (0, +∞) × R N a function φ of class C 1 in a neighborhood of (t 0 , x 0 ) such that u − φ has a local minimum (resp., maximum) at x 0 . The differentials of subtangents (resp. supertangents)
The function φ will be furthermore termed strict subtangent (resp., strict supertangent) if u − φ has a strict local minimum (resp., maximum) at (t 0 , x 0 ).
Given a function u : R + × R N → R m locally bounded from above (resp. from below), we define its upper semicontinuous envelope u * (resp. lower semicontinuous envelope u * ) as follows:
for every (t, x) ∈ R + × R N and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, (resp. u i * (t, x) := lim inf (s,y)→(t,x) u i (s, y) for every (t, x) ∈ R + × R N and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}).
Definition 2.2. We will say that u : (0, +∞) × R N → R m locally bounded from above is a viscosity subsolution of (HJS) if
. We will say that u : (0, +∞) × R N → R m locally bounded from below is a viscosity supersolution of (HJS) if
We will say that a locally bounded function u is a viscosity solution if it is both a sub and a supersolution.
In the sequel, solutions, subsolutions and supersolutions will be always meant in the viscosity sense, hence the adjective viscosity will be omitted.
Due to the continuity and convexity properties of the Hamiltonians H i , we have: Proposition 2.3. Let u be locally Lipschitz in (0, +∞) × R N . The following properties are equivalent (i) u is a (viscosity) subsolution of (HJS); (ii) u is an almost everywhere subsolution, i.e. for any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
for every (t, x, i) ∈ (0, +∞) × R N × {1, . . . , m}.
The following holds:
There exists a unique solution u(t, x) of (HJS)
in (0, +∞) × R N agreeing with u 0 at t = 0, which belongs to 
, and on T .
The uniqueness of the solutions provided by the previous theorem is in fact a consequence of the following comparison principle: 
The above stated results are, essentially, a consequence of what is proved in [7] , see Appendix A for more details.
3. Random frame 3.1. Definitions and terminology. In this subsection we make precise the random frame in which our analysis takes place. This is basically a way of introducing the Markov chain generated by −B.
Following the constructive approach of [27] , we take as sample space the space of paths
that are right-continuous and possess left-hand limits, denoted by Ω. These are known in literature as càdlàg paths, a French acronym for continuà droite, limiteà gauche. We refer the reader to the magnificent book of Billingsley [4] for a detailed treatment of the topics. By càdlàg property and the fact that the range of ω ∈ Ω is finite, the points of discontinuity of any such path are isolated and consequently finite in compact intervals of R + and countable (possibly finite) in the whole of R + . We call them jump times of ω.
The space Ω is endowed with a distance, named after Skorohod, see [4] , which turns it into a Polish space. We denote by F the corresponding Borel σ-algebra and, for every t 0, by π t : Ω → {1, . . . , m} the map that evaluates each ω at t, i.e. π t (ω) = ω(t) for every ω ∈ Ω. It is known that F is the minimal σ-algebra that makes all the functions π t measurable, i.e. π −1 t (i) ∈ F for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and t 0. In other terms, the family C of cylinders
with 0 t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t k , i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ {1, . . . , m} and k ∈ N, generates F. Given t 0, the σ-algebra generated by the cylinders of C enjoying the additional property that t k t, is denoted by F t . Then {F t } t 0 is a filtration of F, i.e. F s ⊆ F t for every 0 s < t and ∪ t 0 F t = F. It is in addition right-continuous in the sense that F t = ∩ s>t F s for any t. Note that F 0 comprises a finite number of sets, namely Ω, ∅, Ω i := {ω ∈ Ω : ω(0) = i } for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and unions of such sets. The cylinders constitute a separating class, in the sense that any probability measure on F is identified by the values taken on C, see Theorem 16.6 in [4] .
Let µ be a probability measure on (Ω, F). Given E ∈ F, we define the restriction of µ to E as µ E(F ) = µ(E ∩ F ) for any F ∈ F . The probability µ conditioned to the event E ∈ F is defined as
where we agree that µ(F | E) = 0 whenever µ(E) = 0. Let us now fix an m × m matrix B satisfying assumption (B). We record that e −tB is a stochastic matrix for every t 0, namely a matrix with nonnegative entries and with each row summing to 1, see for instance Appendix A in [27] . We endow Ω of a probability measure P defined on the σ-algebra F in such a way that the right-continuous process (π t ) t 0 is a Markov chain with generator matrix −B, i.e. it satisfies the Markov property
for all times 0
. . , m} and k ∈ N. For the existence and an explicit construction of such a probability measure, we refer the reader to [27] . We will denote by P i the probability measure P conditioned to the event Ω i and write E i for the corresponding expectation operators. These entities will constitute the basic building blocks of our analysis. It is easily seen that the Markov property (3.1) holds with P i in place of P, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We proceed by introducing some more notations and terminology. We call random variable a map X : (Ω, F) → F, B(F) , where F is a Polish space and B(F) its Borel σ-algebra, satisfying X −1 (A) ∈ F for every A ∈ B(F).
Given a probability measure µ on (Ω, F), we denote by X # µ the push-forward of µ through the map X, i.e. the probability measure on B(F) defined as
A probability measure ν on I := {1, . . . , m} will be identified with a probability vector a ∈ R m , i.e. a vector with nonnegative components summing to 1, via the formula
3.2. Basic facts on P i and E i . In this subsection we gather for later use some properties of probability measures P i and the corresponding expectation operators.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C such that
Proof. We fix an index i and assume t 2 > t 1 . We denote by F the set in the statement. Then F = m j=1 k =j C(t 1 , t 2 ; k, j) and
By making use of the Markov property (3.1) for P i and of the fact that e −tB is a stochastic matrix we infer
The assertion is obtained by taking into account that the rightmost term in the above inequality is 0 when t 2 = t 1 and all the entries of the matrix e −tB are Lipschitz continuous functions in R + .
Given t 0 and an index i, the components of π t# P i are equal to P i C(t; j) , for any i, and we deduce from the definition of P i
This implies for 0 < s < t
for any v ∈ R m . We aim to extend the above formula with a random variable taking values in R m in place of a constant vector. The task will be performed via approximation by simple random variables, a difficulty is that while a constant vector is trivially F 0 -measurable, a general R m -valued random variable is related in a more involved way to the filtration F t . As a preliminary step, we recall from [27, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 3.2. Let s 0 and E ∈ F s . Then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and t s
Proposition 3.3. Let s 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Let g = (g 1 , · · · , g m ) be an F smeasurable random variable taking values in R m , which is, in addition, bounded in Ω i . Then
Proof. We first assume g to be simple, namely g = l k=1 ξ k χ E k for some l ∈ N, vectors ξ k ∈ R m and F s -measurable sets E k ⊂ Ω. By exploiting Lemma 3.2, we get
This shows the assertion for simple random variables. For a general g, there exists, see [24, Theorem 1.4.4, Chapter 1], a sequence of R m -valued F s -measurable random variables g n with g n (ω) → g(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω and g n bounded in Ω i . Since (3.3) holds true for g n thanks to the first part of the proof, we pass to the limit on both side of the formula (3.3) exploiting the boundedness of g on Ω i and using the Dominated Convergence Theorem. This ends the proof.
Differentiating under the integral sign, we derive from (3.3):
Proposition 3.4. Let s 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Let g be an F s -measurable random variable taking values in R m , bounded in Ω i . Then the function t → E i g ω(t) (ω) is differentiable in (s, +∞) and right-differentiable at s. Moreover
where the above formula must be understood in the sense of right differentiability at t = s.
It is worth pointing out that what matters most in the later application of the above result is actually the right differentiability of the expectations at the initial time s.
Admissible curves
4.1. Definition and basic properties. A major role in our construction will be played by the notion of admissible curve. In the sequel and throughout the paper, we will denote by C R + ; R N the Polish space of continuous paths taking values in R N , endowed with a metric that induces the topology of local uniform convergence in R + . Definition 4.1. We call admissible curve a random variable γ : Ω → C R + ; R N such that (i) it is uniformly (in ω) locally (in t) absolutely continuous, i.e. given any bounded interval I and ε > 0, there is δ ε > 0 such that
for any finite family {(a j , b j )} of pairwise disjoint intervals contained in I and for any ω ∈ Ω; (ii) it is nonanticipating, i.e. for any t 0
The latter condition, with t = 0, implies that for any admissible curve γ, γ(0, ω) is constant on Ω i , i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. We refer to this value as the starting point of γ on Ω i . We will say that γ is an admissible curve starting at x ∈ R N when γ(0, ω) = x for every ω ∈ Ω. (a) the derivativesγ(t, ω) have locally equi-absolutely continuous integrals, i.e. for any bounded interval I in R + and ε > 0 there is δ > 0 such that sup ω∈Ω J |γ(t, ω)| dt < ε for any J ⊂ I with |J| < δ;
(b) there exists a superlinear function Θ : R + → R (that can be taken convex and increasing as well) such that, for every bounded interval I in R + ,
This in particular implies that lengths of the curves t → γ(t, ω) in I are equi-bounded with respect to ω. Item (ii) will be crucial in the subsequent analysis and can be equivalently rephrased by requiring that γ(t, ·) is adapted, for any t, to the filtration F t , meaning that
Being the paths s → γ(s, ω) continuous, this is in turn equivalent to a joint-measurability condition that will be essentially exploited in what follows. More precisely, γ is progressively measurable, in the sense that for any t 0 the map
It is understood that in all the previous measurability conditions R N is equipped with the Borel σ-algebra corresponding to the natural topology.
It is clear that the admissible curves make up a vector space with the natural sum and product by a scalar. We proceed by establishing some differentiability properties for this kind of curves. 
is not differentiable at t } belongs to the product σ-algebra B(R + ) ⊗ F and has vanishing L 1 × P measure.
Proof. Since measurability properties of a vector valued map and those of its components are equivalent, we can assume without loosing generality that m = 1. We set for any (t, ω)
From the above formulae and the fact that the admissible curves make up a vector space, we derive that both D + γ(t, ω), D − γ(t, ω) are B(R + ) ⊗ F measurable, then the set in the statement belongs to B(R + ) ⊗ F as well, since it can be expressed as
Moreover its ω-sections have zero Lebesgue measure, being γ(·, ω) an absolutely continuous curve for a.e. ω ∈ Ω. This implies that it has vanishing L 1 × P measure, as it was claimed.
Thanks to the previous result, the maṗ
associating to any (t, ω) the derivative of γ(·, ω) at t is well defined, up to giving an arbitrary value on the L 1 × P-null set where the derivative does not exist. Such a map is progressively measurable, as it is clarified by the next 
This gives the assertion.
Corollary 4.5. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, a.e. s ∈ R + we have
Proof. Due to the joint measurability property proved in the previous proposition, we get for any T > 0 via Fubini's Theorem
and the integral in the right-hand side is finite because T 0 |γ(t, ω)| dt is bounded uniformly in ω, see Remark 4.2. This implies that the function t → E i |γ(s, ω)| is locally summable in R + , so that by Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem adapted to the Lebesgue measure, namely not requiring the shrinking neighborhoods of a given time s to be centered at s, we get
again applying Fubini Theorem we have
The assertion is a direct consequence of (4.5), (4.6).
Lipschitz continuous functions and admissible curves.
We proceed by studying the behavior of a Lipschitz continuous function on an admissible curve. The first result is Proposition 4.6. Let u : R + × R N → R m be a locally Lipschitz function and γ an admissible curve. For every index i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the function
is locally absolutely continuous in R + .
Proof. We denote by f the function in object. We fix an index i and ε > 0. We consider a bounded interval I and a finite family of pairwise disjoint intervals {(a j , b j )} contained in I. Taking into account that γ(0, ω) is constant in Ω i and item (i) in Definition 4.1, we see that the curve γ lies in a given bounded set B for t ∈ I and ω ∈ Ω i . We denote by R an upper bound of u in I ×B. Owing to item (i) in Definition 4.1 and the fact that u is locally Lipschitz continuous, the functions t → u k t, γ(t, ω) are equi-absolutely continuous in I, for k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, ω ∈ Ω. We can therefore determine a positive constant δ with
where C is the constant appearing in the statement of Lemma 3.1. We claim that
We set
We know from Lemma 3.1 that
We have
and we conclude, recalling the role of R and (4.7), (4.8), (4.10)
This proves (4.9) and concludes the proof.
We go on proving that time derivative of a locally Lipschitz continuous function on an admissible curve and expectations E i commute, up to a term which, roughly speaking, records the indices jumps on the underlying paths and contains the coupling matrix.
To comment on it, let us take for simplicity γ deterministic and u, γ both of class C 1 . By linearity the difference quotient of t → E i u ω(t) t, γ(t) is given by
Owing to right continuity of ω, the integrand ω-pointwise converges to the time derivative of u ω(t) on γ at t but, due to indices jumps, it is not bounded in Ω so that the Dominated Convergence Theorem cannot be applied to get the corresponding convergence of expectations. In this framework the extra term with the coupling matrix pops up. This is the main output of the section and will be exploited to prove some properties of the Lax-Oleinik formula in Section 5. 
for a.e. s ∈ R + .
For the proof we need some preliminary material. We consider the map
for some admissible curve γ. Thanks to the fact that u is (Lipschitz) continuous and γ jointly measurable, we derive that such map is also measurable from B(R + ) ⊗ F to B(R m ). We can therefore argue as in Lemma 4.3 to get:
Lemma 4.8. For any locally Lipschitz continuous function u : R + × R N → R m and any admissible curve γ the set
is not differentiable at t belongs to the product σ-algebra B(R + ) ⊗ F and has vanishing L 1 × P measure.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. The difference quotient of t → E i u ω(t) t, γ(t) at s is equal to
Due to right continuity of ω, we further have
for h > 0 small enough, with smallness depending on ω.
Keeping s frozen, we apply Proposition 3.4 to g(ω) = u s, γ(s, ω) , to get
where the symbol d + dt stands for the right derivative. The assumptions in Proposition 3.4 are actually satisfied: in fact ω → u s, γ(s, ω) is bounded in Ω i because of item (i) in Definition 4.1 and the fact that γ has constant value on Ω i at t = 0. It is in addition F s -measurable because u is continuous and γ adapted to the filtration {F t }.
To handle the term ϕ h , we restrict the choice of s. By Lemma 4.8, we know that the set
has vanishing L 1 × P measure, and consequently its s-sections N s have vanishing probability for s varying in a set J of full measure in R + . We therefore deduce from (4.12) that
(4.14)
Due to Corollary 4.5, we can assume, without any loss to generality, that the s ∈ J also satisfy the limit relation (4.4). We have for h 1 
Therefore, when s ∈ J, the sequence ϕ h is a.e. pointwise convergent thanks to (4.14), and dominated by another sequence with convergent E i expectation in force of (4.15), (4.16 
Owing to (4.13), (4.17), the function
is a.e. right-differentiable in R + , and so a.e. differentiable in view of Denjoy-Young-Saks Theorem, see Corollary 1.6. Formula (4.11) directly comes from (4.13), (4.17) .
Given the set
we denote by J the set of points s > 0 such that the s-section of the set in (4.18) has probability 0 and (4.4) holds at s. Note that J has full measure in R + because of Lemma 4.3, Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.5.
Lemma 4.9. Let u, γ be as in Theorem 4.7 and let s ∈ J. The compact-valued map
is measurable.
Proof. Since the lengths of the curves t → γ(t, ω) in [0, s] are equibounded with respect to ω, see Remark 4.2, and the elements γ(0, ω) are finite as ω varies in Ω, we deduce that the set s, γ(s, ω) | ω ∈ Ω is bounded. We denote by R a Lipschitz constant for all the u i in such a set. We claim that the function
Indeed, it is obtained as the composition of ω → (ω, ω(s)), which is a measurable map from (Ω, F) to Ω × {1, . . . , m}, F ⊗ P({1, . . . , m}) by definition of the σ-algebra F, with We proceed by showing that the compact-valued map
is measurable. Taking into account Definition 1.1, it is enough to prove that Z −1 (K) ∈ F for any compact subset K of R N +1 . Let (r n , p n ) n be a dense sequence in K, then
and the sets appearing in the above formula belong to F thanks to (4.19), (4.20) . This concludes the proof of the claim. Now notice that the set-valued map ω → ∂ C u ω(s) s, γ(s, ω) is F-measurable. Indeed, it is obtained as the composition of ω → (γ(s, ω), ω(s)), which is a measurable map from (Ω, F) to R N × {1, . . . , m}, B(R N ) ⊗ P({1, . . . , m}) , with (x, i) → ∂ C u i s, x , which is an uppersemicontinuous set-valued map defined on R N × {1, . . . , m}.
Bearing in mind the definition of R, we find that
The map Z has nonempty compact images thanks to Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, and it is measurable as an intersection of measurable set-valued maps, see [10] .
We invoke Theorem 1.2 to derive Taking into account Theorem 4.7, Lemma 1.4, and the above Corollary, we get Corollary 4.11. Let u, γ, i be as in Theorem 4.7, and let s > 0 be in J. Then the map t → E i u ω(t) t, γ(t, ω) is differentiable at s, and, for every ω ∈ Ω, one can find a measurable selection r(s, ω), p(s, ω) ∈ ∂ C u ω(s) s, γ(s, ω) satisfying
We finally state, for the reader's convenience, a differentiability property of t → E i u ω(t) t, γ(t) , easily descending from Theorem 4.7, in the way we are going to use it in Theorem 5.4. Corollary 4.12. Let u be a C 1 function and γ a deterministic curve of class C 1 . For every index i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the map t → E i u ω(t) t, γ(t) is right differentiable at t = 0 and d
The random Lax-Oleinik formula and its PDE counterpart
The random Lax-Oleinik formula is given by
for every (t, x) ∈ (0, +∞) × R N and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and for any bounded initial datum u 0 : R N → R m . Some few properties can be recovered via direct inspection of the formula. For every (t, x) ∈ (0, +∞) × R N , we have is immediate, while the second follows by taking a constant curve and by applying (3.2). We furthermore derive from the definition
for any given pair of bounded functions u 0 , v 0 .
We proceed by introducing a sub-optimality principle that will allow us to link (5) to systems, and to show in this way the semigroup and continuity properties of the related value function.
Definition 5.1. We say that a function u : R + × R N → R m satisfies the sub-optimality principle if
for any t 0 , h 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and any deterministic curve γ.
The link with the Lax-Oleinik semigroup is given by Proposition 5.2. Let u 0 : R N → R m bounded and continuous. The function (t, x) → S(t)u 0 (x) satisfies the sub-optimality principle.
To prove the proposition, we need some preliminary material. We denote, for any h > 0, by Φ h the shift operator defined via
for any ω ∈ Ω.
We recall that it is a measurable map from Ω to Ω, see [27] .
Lemma 5.3. For any index i, any h > 0 we have
The above computation proves the assertion, because the family of cylinders is a separating class, as it was pointed out in Section 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We select positive times h, t 0 , a deterministic curve γ and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we set x = γ(0), y = γ(h). We fix an ε > 0 devoted to become infinitesimal, and pick for any j ∈ {1, . . . , m} an admissible random curve ξ j , with initial point y, such that
We proceed by defining for any (t, ω)
We claim that η is an admissible curve. We first show that for any t 0, any Borel set
Clearly Ω E is equal either to the whole Ω or to the empty set when t ∈ [0, h]. We focus on the case where t ∈ (h, t 0 + h], the same argument will give the property when t > t 0 + h. We have
Owing to the fact that ξ j is F t adapted, for any j, and to the relation Φ 
This gives (5.4) taking into account (5.5) and that C(h, j) ∈ F h ⊂ F t , for any j. Being the continuous concatenation of a deterministic curve and m random admissible curves, we also see that η satisfies item (i) in Definition 4.1. We have therefore proved that it is an admissible curve, as it was claimed.
We have by Lax-Oleinik formula
We apply the change of variable formula with θ = Φ h (ω) and Lemma 5.3 to get for any j ∈ {1, . . . , m}
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We plug the previous relation in (5.6) and use (5.3), (3.2) to get
and the assertion follows because ε is arbitrary.
In the next result we link the sub-optimality principle with the property of being subsolution to the system (HJS). It is worth pointing out that we are not assuming any continuity or semicontinuity condition on the function appearing in the statement. Proof. Recall that we denote by u * the upper semicontinuous envelope of u.
Let us fix an index i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, q ∈ R N , δ > 0. Let ψ be a C 1 supertangent to u * i at a point (s 0 , x 0 ) ∈ (0, +∞) × R N . We define a C 1 , R m -valued function φ setting φ i = ψ, and choosing the other components φ j of class C 1 such that
The definition implies
and φ k u * k u k for any k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, in some neighborhood of (s 0 , x 0 ). (5.9)
The argument being local, we can assume φ uniformly continuous with corresponding modulus denoted by ν. We consider (s n , x n ) converging to (s 0 , x 0 ) with lim n u i (s n , x n ) = u * i (s 0 , x 0 ), and set
We proceed by selecting an infinitesimal positive sequence h n with lim n ε n h n = 0 (5.10) and define γ n (s) = x n + s q, γ(s) = x 0 + s q. From the supertangency condition, the relation |γ n (s) − γ(s)| = |x n − x 0 | for any s, and the definition of ε n , we derive for n large enough
Further, we have by the sub-optimality principle
We apply Corollary 4.12 to the function φ(s, x) := φ(s 0 − s, x) and the curve γ. We derive from (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.12), and assumption (B) on the coupling matrix, lim inf
where C = − j =i b ij . We know that P i -a.e. path ω takes the value i in a suitable right neighborhood of 0, depending on ω. From this and the continuity of L i , we deduce for
By the Dominated Convergence Theorem and (5.10), we thus infer
We further derive from (5.10)
and, being q, δ arbitrary, we finally obtain
which proves the claimed subsolution property for u * . Proof. The asserted subsolution property comes from v being locally bounded in force of (5.1), and Proposition 5.2, Theorem 5.4. The relation at t = 0 is readily obtained passing to the limit in the rightmost inequality of (5.1) as t goes to 0.
We proceed by showing a sort of maximality property of the function given by LaxOleinik formula.
Proposition 5.6. Let u be a locally Lipschitz continuous subsolution of (HJS) with u 0 := u(0, ·) bounded, then
Proof. We fix (t 0 , x 0 ) and pick an admissible curve γ with initial point x. By applying Corollary 4.11, we get d dt
for a.e. s and some r(s, ω), p(s, ω) ∈ ∂ C u ω(s) t 0 + h − s, γ(s, ω) . By exploiting the subsolution property of u and the Fenchel inequality, we further get
We finally obtain by integrating between 0 and t 0 and by commuting integrals, which can be done by joint measurability properties of (γ,γ)
This gives the assertion for γ is an arbitrary admissible curve starting at x 0 .
We finally provide the announced PDE characterization of the random Lax-Oleinik formula. 
The opposite inequality holds as well by Proposition 5.6. The assertion is then proved when the initial datum is additionally assumed Lipschitz continuous. Let us now consider the general case
By what was just proved, we know that the map (t,
is a Lipschitz solution of (HJS) in (0, T ) × R N taking the initial value v 0 at t = 0. From the comparison principle stated in Proposition 2.5 and (5.2), we infer
for every t > 0. Using the fact that Lipschitz initial data are dense in BUC(R N ) m , we eventually get the asserted identity u(t, x) = S(t)u 0 (x) for every (t, x) ∈ [0, +∞) × R N .
We directly derive from the previous results of the section 
Minimal admissible curves
In this section we aim to prove the following result: (HJS) in (0, T ) × R N subject to the initial condition u(0, ·) = u 0 in R N . We know that, for every j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the j-th component u j of u is a solution to
with initial datum u 0 j , where
Let us denote by L G j = L j − (Bu) j the Lagrangian associated with G j via the Fenchel transform. The following result holds: Proposition 6.3. Let u j and G j be as above. Then, for every 0 a T and y ∈ R N , the following identity holds:
where the infimum is taken by letting ξ vary in the family of absolutely continuous curves from [a, T ] to R N . Moreover, such an infimum is a minimum.
Remark 6.4. Note that there is a slight difference between (6.2) and the other deterministic formula given in Proposition A.2 of the appendix. However, both formulas are equivalent up to the change of variables s = T − t.
Proof. Let us first assume u 0 Lipschitz continuous, so that
Then the result is a direct application of Proposition A.2. In the general case, let v n : [0, T ] × R N → R m be a sequence of solutions of (HJS) with Lipschitz initial data v n (0, ·), uniformly converging to u 0 . By Proposition 2.5, v n uniformly converges to u on [0, T ] × R N . Denote by U j (T − a, y) the right hand side of (6.2) and denote by L n j the Lagrangian L j − (Bv n ) j . It is readily verified from the formula and the first part of the proof that, for 0 a T ,
It follows that v n uniformly converges to U := (U j ) 1 j m , hence U = u, as it was to be shown.
Given 0 a T , y ∈ R N and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let us denote by Γ j (a, y) the family of absolutely continuous curves ξ : [0, T ] → R N such that ξ(s) = y for every s ∈ [0, a] and ξ | [a,T ] realizes the infimum in (6.2) . In what follows, the space C [0, T ]; R N of continuous curves from the interval [0, T ] to R N is endowed with the uniform norm, which makes it a Polish space, and the corresponding Borel σ-algebra. The following holds:
semicontinuous in the sense of Definition 1.1; (iv) for every y ∈ R N , 0 a T and ξ ∈ Γ j (a, y) we have
Proof. The first point is standard in Calculus of Variations and is the first step in establishing Tonelli's existence Theorem. Let us denote by Θ : R + → R a superlinear function such that
for every (x, q) ∈ R N × R N and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Such a function Θ does exist for the Hamiltonians H i satisfy condition (H3). Since any ξ ∈ X T j is a minimizer of (6.2) for some (a, y)
This readily implies (i) in view of [5, Theorem 2.12]. We will prove items (ii) and (iii) by using Arzelà-Ascoli, Dunford-Pettis theorems (notice that by (i) the elements of X T j are equicontinuous) and the lower semicontinuity of ξ → T a L G j T − t, ξ(t), −ξ(t) dt, see [5, Theorem 3.6] .
Let us prove (iii) first. We have to check that Γ j satisfies Definition 1.1. Let C be a closed subset of C [0, T ]; R N , (a n , y n ) a sequence of Γ −1 j (C) converging to some (a, y). We consider a sequence ξ n ∈ Γ j (a n , y n ) ∩ C. By the first part of the proof, we can assume that ξ n converges, up to extracting a subsequence, to some ξ uniformly in [0, T ] and thaṫ ξ n converges toξ weakly in
N , see [5, Theorem 2.13] . Hence, passing to the limit in the equalities
and using the lower semicontinuity of the integral functional, it follows that
Since (6.2) gives the reverse inequality, we deduce that ξ belongs to Γ j (a, y) and clearly also to C. Therefore (a, y) ∈ Γ −1 j (C), so that Γ −1 j (C) is closed. This shows assertion (iii). Item (ii) follows arguing as above and taking a n = a and y n = y for every n ∈ N.
Item (iv) is a consequence of the sub-optimality principle, see Proposition A.2. Indeed, we have
The previous inequality, which is a sum of two inequalities, is actually an equality in view of (6.2). Hence both inequalities were equalities to start with, as it was to be proved.
We define a set-valued map Γ : [0, T ) × R N × {1, . . . , m} → C [0, T ]; R N by setting Γ(a, y, j) := Γ j (a, y). It is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous, hence measurable. We are thus in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, so that there exists a measurable selection Ξ for Γ, i.e. a measurable function
Notice that the measurability condition can be equivalently rephrased requiring (t, a, y, j) → Ξ(a, y, j)(t)
. . , m} to R N with the natural Borel σ-algebras.
Random minimization. Given given
, . . . , m}, we aim to show the existence of a minimizing admissible curve η for (S(T )u 0 ) i (x). We will provide a rather explicit construction via concatenation of minimizers of (6.2). We first give a rough picture of it, just to contribute some insight. We fix ω and minimize at the initial step the deterministic functional in (6.2) in the interval [a, T ] with a = 0, j = ω(0) and y = x. Clearly we get multiple minimizers, but, according to the results of the previous subsection, we can select one in a measurable way with respect (a, y, j). This will be crucial to show the random character of the curve obtained as output. At the first jump time of ω, say τ 1 (ω), we switch to index j accordingly and restart the procedure minimizing on [τ 1 (ω), T ], with y equal to the position reached by the selected minimizing curve in the previous step at τ 1 . Notice that the final time T stays untouched, which is needed to get in the end a nonanticipating random curve. We go on iterating the above procedure at any jump time of ω belonging to [0, T ].
We proceed by presenting a full description of the construction. We point out that this part is independent of the local Lipschitz continuity assumption on (x, t) → S(t)u 0 (x). This condition will come into play only in the proof of Theorem 6.1, to apply the derivation formula given in Theorem 4.7.
For any fixed ω ∈ Ω, we set τ 0 (ω) = 0 and we define inductively a sequence τ k (ω) k by setting 
Proof. We start by proving the assertion for the maps ω → τ k (ω) and ω → ω(τ k−1 ω) . The argument is by induction on k 1. Let us denote by (t n ) n∈N a dense sequence in (0, T ). For every t ∈ (0, T ], we have
which clearly gives the asserted measurability of ω → τ 1 (ω) (note that τ k (ω)
T for every k 1). The fact that ω → ω τ 0 (ω) = ω(0) is a random variable is trivial by the definition of F. Assume now that ω → τ j (ω) and ω → ω τ j−1 (ω) are random variables for every j k. By the inductive step we have that, for every t ∈ (0, T ),
thus showing the asserted measurability of ω → τ k+1 (ω). The fact that ω → ω τ k (ω) is a random variable follows from the fact that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
Last, the fact that the map ω → x k (ω) is a random variable for every k 0 is again by induction on k. The measurability for k = 0 is trivial. Let us assume that ω → x j (ω) is measurable for every j k. Then the map ω → x k+1 (ω) is a random variable since it is the composition of the
with (t, a, y, j) → Ξ(a, y, j)(t), which is measurable from [0, T ] × [0, T ] × R N × {1, . . . , m} to R N with the natural Borel σ-algebras.
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The sought curve is defined by setting η(0, ω) = x and, for every k 0,
for every ω ∈ Ω, where t ∧ T := min{t, T }. Note that the curve η(·, ω) is constant in [T, +∞), for any fixed ω ∈ Ω. The following holds:
Proposition 6.7. The curve η : Ω → C R + ; R N is admissible.
Proof. For every fixed ω, the map t → η(t, ω) is constructed as a concatenation of equiabsolutely continuous curves, see Proposition 6.5, so it is clear that η satisfies item (i) of Definition 4.1. Its non-anticipating character is also clear by definition. It is left to show that (t, ω) → η(t, ω) is jointly measurable from R + × Ω to R N with respect to the product σ-algebra B(R + ) ⊗ F. To this aim, we remark that
where we agree that the characteristic function χ ∅ (·) of the empty set is identically 0. For
with the Borel map (t, a, y, j)
and
As a countable sum of B(R + ) ⊗ F-measurable functions, we conclude that η has the required measurability property.
We proceed by showing a further property enjoyed by the curve η defined above.
Lemma 6.8. Let ω ∈ Ω. For L 1 -a.e. s ∈ (0, T ) the following holds:
(ii) lim
Proof. Let us fix ω ∈ Ω. The càdlàg path t → ω(t) has a finite number of jump times in (0, T ), let us say 0 < s 1 < · · · < s n < T . Let us set s 0 = 0, s n+1 = T and pick k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. By definition of η, we have η(·, ω) = ξ(·) in [s k , s k+1 ], where
In view of Proposition 6.5, we have for every t ∈ [s k , T ]
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Choose s k t 0 < t 1 s k+1 . By plugging t = t 0 and t = t 1 in the above equality and by subtracting the corresponding relations, we end up with
By summing the equalities (6.5) with t 0 = s k , t 1 = s k+1 for k = 0, . . . , n + 1, we get
Since the functions L G i are bounded from below, this tells us that the map
is integrable in [0, T ]. Therefore assertions (i) and (ii) hold whenever s is a differentiability point of the curve t → η(t, ω) and a Lebesgue point for t → L G ω(t) T − t, η(t, ω), −η(t, ω) , namely for L 1 -a.e. s ∈ (0, T ). Plug t 0 = s and t 1 = s + h in (6.5) for any such point s ∈ (0, T ) and for h > 0 small enough. By dividing the corresponding equality by h and by passing to the limit, we finally obtain (iii).
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We introduce h ∈ (0, T ), devoted to become infinitesimal. Since
We can apply Theorem 4.7 to the absolutely continuous function t → E i u ω(t) T − t, η(t, ω) for t ∈ [h, T ]. By taking into account Lemma 6.8 and the definition of the functions L G j we get
By sending h → 0 + , we get
Moreover, since u is bounded in [0, T ] × R N , we obtain via Dominated Convergence Theorem
Further, being the Lagrangians L j bounded from below, we get via a standard application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem
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By putting together the above relation plus (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), we have
which shows the claimed minimality property of η(t, ω).
Properties of minimizing random curves
In the final section, we want to establish further properties of arbitrary minimizing curves and of solutions of the evolution equation. We start showing that any minimizing curve has a similar structure as the one constructed in the previous section, up to a set of negligible probability.
We consider a solution u of (HJS) in (0, +∞) × R N taking an initial value u 0 bounded and Lipschitz continuous in R N . The function u is consequently Lipschitz continuous in [0, T ] × R N , for any T > 0, by Theorem 2.4. We fix T > 0, x ∈ R N , i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and denote by η : Ω → C [0, T ]; R N an admissible curve realizing the minimum for
. These notations will stay in place throughout the section.
Lemma 7.1. There is a full measure set
Proof. Using that we have equality in the proof of Theorem 5.6, one concludes from (4.11) and (5.14) that for a.e. ω and s,
It follows by Fubini's theorem that there exists a set Ω ′ i ⊂ Ω i such that for all ω ∈ Ω ′ i , the above relation holds for almost every s ∈ [0, T ]. By integrating, for ω ∈ Ω ′ i , if 0 < a < b < T are such that ω is constantly equal to j on [a, b), then
Remark 7.2. Notice that for the particular minimizing curve constructed in the previous section the exceptional negligible set is empty.
When the Hamiltonians enjoy stronger regularity properties we will accordingly get further regularity information on the minimizing curves as well as on the solutions on such curves.
We assume in the remainder of the section H 1 , . . . , H m to satisfy, besides (H1)-(H3), the following further assumptions: (H4) p → H(x, p) is strictly convex on R N for any x ∈ R N ; (H5) H ∈ C 1 (R N × R N ).
In this case, the associated Lagrangian L is of class C 1 in R N × R N and is strictly convex in q. Moreover, the map (x, q) → x, ∂ q L(x, q) is a homeomorphism of R N × R N onto itself, with continuous inverse given by (x, p) → x, ∂ p H(x, p) , see for instance [ Proof. Let ω ∈ Ω ′ i , and 0 â <b T such that ω is constantly equal to j ∈ {1, . . . , m} on [â,b] . By recalling that u j is a solution of (6.1) in (0, +∞) × R N and exploiting (6.2), we get that the curve s → η(s, ω) is a minimizer of The above argument, with obvious adaptations, gives items (ii) and (iii), and concludes the proof.
Corollary 7.4. For any fixed ω ∈ Ω ′ i , the function u ω(t) is differentiable at T −t, η(t, ω) , whenever t is not a jump time of ω in (0, T ) and ∂ x u ω(t) (T − t, η(t, ω) = ∂ q L ω(t) η(t), −η(t, ω) (7.3)
∂ t u ω(t) (T − s, η(t, ω) = −H ω(t) η(t, ω), D x u ω(t) T − t, η t, ω) (7.4) − (B u) ω(t) T − t, η(t, ω) .
Moreover if t is a jump time, the same holds by replacing ω(t) with ω(t − ) andη with d − dt η.
Proof. The assertion directly comes from the previous result and Corollary A.4 with t = T −â, a = T −b, γ(s) = η(T − s, ω) for s ∈ [a, t], and by making the change of variables from s to τ = T − s in the integral appearing in the representation formula of u ω(t) , see (6.2) .
In the sequel, we will denote by D 0, T ; R N the Polish space of càdlàg paths taking values in R N , endowed with the Prohorov metric, see [4] .
Keeping in mind Theorem 7. We further define for t ∈ [0, T ] the adjoint curve P (t, ω) = ∂ q L ω(t) η(t, ω), −η(t, ω) .
Note that thanks to (7.3), P (t, ω) ∈ ∂ C x u ω(t) T − t, η(ω, t) for all t and ω ∈ Ω ′ i , where ∂ C stands for the Clarke generalized grandient.
We deduce from the proof of Theorem 7.3
Corollary 7.5. For any fixed ω, the curve P (·, ω) is absolutely continuous on intervals of [0, T ] where ω is constant.
Proposition 7.6. The maps ω →η(·, ω), ω → P (·, ω) are nonanticipating random variables from Ω to D 0, T ; R N . In addition, the jump times ofη(·, ω), P (·, ω) and ω coincide, for any ω ∈ Ω ′ i , with the possible exception of T . Proof. For any ω, the curvesη(·, ω), P (·, ω) are càdlàg by construction, with discontinuity points corresponding to the jump times of ω, with the possible exception of T whereη(·, ω) and P (·, ω) are continuous.
Thanks to Proposition 4.4,η is in addition B([0, t]) ⊗ F t -progressively measurable, for t ∈ [0, T ], which is, due to its càdlàg character, is equivalent of being nonanticipating. The measurability properties of η,η and the fact that ∂ q L is continuous in both arguments implies that P is a random variable. It also inherits the nonanticipating character of η, η.
We know, thanks to Corollary 7.5, that P (·, ω) is a.e. differentiable in [0, T ], for any fixed ω. We derive from [11, Theorem 18 .1] that it satisfies a suitable differential inclusion in [0, T ]. Combining this information with (7.1), (7.2) and the very definition of P , we moreover get that the pair η(·, ω), P (·, ω) is a trajectory of a twisted generalized Hamiltonian dynamics, where the equation related to P is multivalued and contains a coupling term.
Corollary 7.7. Given ω ∈ Ω, we have −η(t, ω) = ∂ p H ω(t) η(t, ω), P (t, ω) for any t ∈ (0, T ), not jump time of ω andṖ (t, ω) ∈ −∂ x H ω(t) η(ω, t), P (ω, t) − By combining Corollaries 7.5, 7.7 and the continuity properties of η,η, we further get
